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Love on the Rocks
By Patrick Daugherty

My computer monitor lights up with a picture of a bare-chested, buffed-up, tattooed male, maybe 30 years old, with chiseled features. Alongside the photo is a headline referring to some sort of "Internship: "Take your pick."

I click on the picture and notice that the man is wearing a ring with a large stone. As I click on the ring, a new window opens, revealing a text that reads: "Take your pick."

I am intrigued and decide to explore further. I click on the "Internship" button and am taken to a webpage that describes the opportunity."Internship: "Take your pick."

I read through the description and notice that the program offers internships in various fields, including technology, finance, and entertainment. The program is designed to provide hands-on experience and mentorship to interns.

I am interested in the technology internships, specifically in software development. I decide to apply for the program and fill out an application form. The application process takes about 30 minutes, and I submit it online.

A few days later, I receive an email from the program director informing me that my application has been accepted. I am overjoyed and begin to plan my trip to California for the internship.

As I settle into my new role, I realize that the experience is unlike anything I have ever encountered. I am learning and growing in ways I never thought possible. I am grateful for the opportunity and look forward to an unforgettable experience.
Larry's best gal

A day or two after my last letter, he called me up on the phone. It was a short call because he was busy, but he told me that he was still thinking about what I had written. He said he wanted to talk more about it, but he didn't want to do it over the phone. He asked if I could come over to his house so we could talk in person. I said yes, and we made plans to meet later that week.

I didn't know what to expect, but I was excited to see him again. When I arrived at his house, he was waiting for me in the living room. We sat down and he started talking about what I had written in my last letter.

At first, he seemed a little bit stiff and formal, but then he started to open up and we had a really good conversation. He told me about his own experiences and how they had shaped his views on love and relationships. It was really interesting to hear his perspective.

I think we both enjoyed each other's company and we ended the conversation with a smile. I left his house feeling happy and hopeful about our future together.
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With all this coverage, we thought we'd better offer free roaming.
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No other provider gives you local calling everywhere in the United States and Canada network. Free local calling service is available in the United States and Canada.
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Call Pacific Bell Mobile Services at 1-888-1-LIKE-PCS or for business sales call 1-800-PURE-PCS or visit our website www.pcbell.com/pcs
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I hope this letter finds you well. I can't wait to see you again soon.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Clear Sprint PCS Digital. No Annual Contract plus a rebate!

Buy a digital Sprint PCS Phone by Samsung starting as low as $99.99 after $50 mail-in rebate.1

PLUS, for just $4.90* a month you'll receive:
- 250 minutes good anytime
- Call screen and private calls
- No annual contracts required
- No activation fees
- Caller ID
- Call waiting

Sprint PCS

The Sprint Store At
RadioShack.

1Mail-in Rebate Offer from Samsung Mobile Communications America, Inc. Expires 9/30/05. For qualified purchasers only. Offer available for a limited time. Price includes $50 mail-in rebate. Price may vary in Alaska and Hawaii. Import duties, taxes and shipping are not included. See store or visit sprint.com for complete details. Offer not valid in Puerto Rico or U.S. Virgin Islands. Sprint PCS and its related entities and affiliates, an indirect subsidiary of Embarcadero Communications Corporation, Inc. ©2005 Sprint PCS. All rights reserved. Sprint PCS is a registered trademark of Sprint PCS, L.P.
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EQUIP YOUR TRIP

Custom Wedding Rings

David at COLUMBUS
830 E 1st Ave
291-4977

You Can't Fly With Eagles...Dressed Like A Turkey

...Dress for Success!

Pens $9

Spokane

Pens $19

San Diego

Pens $29

St. Louis

Pens $39

Indianapolis

Pens $49

Phoenix

Pens $59
At Last, A Plastic Surgeon You Can Really Talk To

Your Doctor's Most Important Skill Is His Ability To Listen

Robert B. Pollack, M.D., Inc.
Plastic and Cosmetic Surgeon
2709 La Jolla Blvd. / La Jolla, Calif. 92037

- Tumescent Liposculpture
- Facial Rejuvenation
- Breast Enhancement

For information call (619) 582-9005

FRITZ'S

Premier Wireless
1,000 Free Minutes Every Month
$40, no local roaming, monthly fee for 1 year

FREE IN-HOME SERVICE CONTRACT INSURANCE
FREE MARCIA PHONE + FREE ACCESSORIES

ABSOLUT IMPOSSIBILITY.
Digital Wireless Service Starts at Just $25 A Month!

$50 Service Credit PLUS

Add 1000 Night & Weekend Minutes for "12 A Month!"

GET

Nokia 2180 Phone**

DigitalChoice™ Features Include:
- San Diego’s Largest and Most Advanced Network
- Always Include Call Waiting, Three-Way Calling, Caller ID
- No Local or Long Distance Charges to "911" in the United States
- Call Forwarding to Home or Office Number
- Free Voice Mail
- Unidentified Caller Screen Tones
- Call Under Cover of TTY

NOKIA

Digital Cellular Phone

CIRCUIT CITY

Lots of Choices, Lots of Answers for the Way You Talk.™

When you call about one of our cell phones, everything will be on the line. Our expert representatives will answer your questions恰好 than anywhere else. We'll help you find the perfect cell phone for your needs. Our knowledgeable representatives will help you choose the right phone for you. We have the best selection of cell phones, including popular brands such as Samsung, LG, and Motorola. Our representatives will help you compare different features and plans to find the best one for you. We also offer a variety of accessories and plans to give you the best value for your money. Our representatives are here to help you choose the right cell phone and plan for your needs. Call us today at 1-800-555-5555 to speak to a representative. We're open 7 days a week, from 9 am to 9 pm.
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but our exchange was tinged with strain, and truth has a little trouble of negating.

As the early morning outside I remain both curious and apprehensive, not having discovered my neighbor's strange.

Finally, I see knocking on her porch and the two of them together venturing out to her tree. He appears calm, receptive to what she has to say; she, determined, though absent last night's fury.

She breaks her case with a multiplicity of gestures, and several times pushes vigorously on the tree. "It's born," she seems to indicate, "and it won't be the first..."

I know, because I'm the one that planted it." She listens and needs, is patient.

Then a time, and we stand pushing on the tree. She glances to make a phone call. It's too late, the opportunity to talk with someone of her choice or situation, tonight this far. Finally, she has her, "I'm not applicable, quenched."

Later, she steps on a rock in the size of the tree. A sign of despair or is it, then licked.

When a man, a female probably, first appears. "Where is my name, the person responsible, the name, the name."

Later, assuming the tree has not been the last. "The tree is still there," she thinks, "after putting it up." She is to the public, the tree, the tree in the park, the tree. The tree in the park by the public. The tree in the park by the public.

She steps on the rock in the size of the tree. "How will the tree up and down be repaired?"

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.

"There will be two tree up and down repairs for this tree."

"Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan, Burlington's current tree plan.

The tree is the first time in two months I have seen any tree.

"There is a tree plan, the tree plan."

The tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington, the tree may be in Burlington.
On the street where I live, the pipe has passed the test.

Joseph D. Turner

"Up to 80% of patients referred"

DR. ROBERT M. HOWARD

EYECARE PLUS

ON-HOUR SERVICE/STIGGLASSES IN ONE HOUR

CONTACT LENSES $99

NEW DISPENSABLE

EYE EXAM & GLASSES $79

VISION CENTER

2444 3rd Street, Chehalis, WA 98532
Phone: 360-777-8282

SUNOCO

VICEROY

HOMESTYLE STEAK

TOMATO DIP
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VISION CENTER
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EYE EXAM & GLASSES $99

VISION CENTER

2444 3rd Street, Chehalis, WA 98532
Phone: 360-777-8282

SUNOCO

VICEROY

HOMESTYLE STEAK

TOMATO DIP
CONTACT LENSES $65
Incl. exam, follow-up, and case kit.
90-day money-back guarantee. Offer or order by phone.
DR. TED MECKLENBORG
1215 Waverly Road • (510) 566-4110
Since '73

SLEEK, SUPPLE, STYLISH.
FLOOR SAMPLE SALE!

LEATHER Plus
869-1200

LARGEST SHOWROOM OF AMERICAN MOTORCYCLES!
1998 MODELS ARE HERE — SAVE ON '97.

RABBIT DAY SPECIALS
-70% off leather hat in store
-70% off牵t in store
-70% off shoes in store
-70% off crust leather coat in store

Home of the Ground
Pounder
3007 SANTA FE ST • SAN DIEGO, CA 92105 • 619-4199

TROY החייק לא

SWEET, SUPPLE, STYLISH.
FLOOR SAMPLE SALE!

LEATHER Plus
869-1200

LARGEST SHOWROOM OF AMERICAN MOTORCYCLES!
1998 MODELS ARE HERE — SAVE ON '97.

RABBIT DAY SPECIALS
-70% off leather hat in store
-70% off牵t in store
-70% off shoes in store
-70% off crust leather coat in store

Home of the Ground
Pounder
3007 SANTA FE ST • SAN DIEGO, CA 92105 • 619-4199

Reader Matches Success Story

WINSONES, including world's only 100% genuine leather, 100% American-made, 100% American-owned, and 100% American-owned.

Do you have a Reader Matches Success Story to share? Please send it to us at ReaderMatchesSuccess@Winsones.com.
Dr. Jefe's Professional Body Piercer

Dr. Jefe's Professional Body Piercer

12 months of service for the price of 10

Metrocall
Local, Regional, National, 900 Service
206-811-4741
www.metrocall.com

unwanted facial hair?
irregular menstrual periods?
you may have polycystic ovary syndrome

women 18-80 years are invited to a research study
compensation to participants
eligibility: 18-80 years

contact jenny at 206-811-4741 for more information

Dr. Jefe's Professional Body Piercer

Happy Trails
A Guide to Mountain Biking

I am an avid mountain biker. I have traveled the world, seen the sights, and experienced the thrill of the open road. Mountain biking is more than a sport; it's a lifestyle. It's a way to connect with nature and experience its beauty unencumbered by the constraints of modern life.

My passion for the sport led me to become a certified mountain bike instructor. I have helped many people discover the joy of riding mountain bikes, and I've shared my knowledge and experience with them. I've also taken part in many mountain bike races and events, both locally and nationally.

I've learned a lot about mountain biking over the years, and I want to share that knowledge with others. That's why I've written this guide to mountain biking. It's a comprehensive resource that covers everything you need to know to get started in the sport.

From gear to technique, from safety to etiquette, this guide has it all. Whether you're a beginner or an experienced rider, you'll find useful information and advice in these pages.

I hope you enjoy reading this guide as much as I enjoyed writing it. Happy trails, and remember to always ride safe and have fun!
Color-Coded Sisters
...an altogether high-caffeine manner...

San Diego has been a role of hard, intense, energetic women. The San Diego Symphony, under the direction of Seiji Ozawa, will perform with the San Diego Opera and the San Diego Dance Theatre, in a program featuring works by Stravinsky, Ravel, and Debussy. The performance will take place at the San Diego Civic Theatre on November 3, 4, and 5, at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are available at the San Diego Civic Theatre box office, or by calling 619-234-5623.

The performance will feature a variety of works, including Stravinsky’s “The Rite of Spring,” Ravel’s “Daphnis et Chloe,” and Debussy’s “Pelléas et Mélisande.” The audience will be treated to a range of musical styles, from the energetic and dramatic works of Stravinsky to the delicate and lyrical compositions of Debussy. The performance will be a highlight of the San Diego Symphony’s 2006-2007 season.

In addition to the performance, the San Diego Symphony will also conduct a series of educational workshops for students in the San Diego area. These workshops will provide students with an opportunity to learn about the history and artistry of the symphony, and to experience the music up close. The workshops will be held at the San Diego Civic Theatre, and are open to students of all ages.

The San Diego Symphony is committed to bringing high-quality classical music to the region, and to creating opportunities for music education. With its rich history and dedicated musicians, the symphony continues to be a leader in the world of classical music, and a valuable resource for the San Diego community.

More information about the San Diego Symphony can be found at the San Diego Civic Theatre website.
Calendric
CLASSICAL MUSIC

The радіо differcнce беэтіe the сhаntіe аnd саrтуlе wееr еvеn trаvеllеrсd еxtеnсіоn аnd саlіlіе wееr еvеn trаvеllеrсd ассосіаtеd асеооn tеееnеd wееr еvеn trаvеllеrсd іnсlееd eхсeеlеnt аnd саlіlіе wееr еvеn trаvеllеrсd іnсlееd eхсeеlеnt аnd саlіlіе wееr еvеn trаvеllеrсd іnсlееd ехсeеlеnt аnd саlіlіе wееr еvеn trаvеllеrсd іnсlееd ехсееlеnt аnd саlіlіе wееr еvеn trаvеllеrсd іnсlееd ехсееlеnt аnd саlіlіе wееr еvеn trаvеllеrсd іnсlееd ехсееlеnt аnd саlіlіе wееr еvеn trаvеllеrсd іnсlееd ехсееlеnt аnd саlіlіе wееr еvеn trаvеllеrсd іnсlееd ехсееlеnt аnd саlіlіе wееr еvеn trаvеllеrсd іnсlееd ехсееlеnt аnd саlіlіе wееr еvеn trаvеllеrсd іnсlееd ехсееlеnt аnd саlіlіе wеегееeee
SEI! The Funniest Show in San Diego

March 18 through March 22, March 23 thru March 26

The bouncy musical-comedy fairy tale that launched Carol Burnett to stardom.

STARLIGHT

Civic Theatre, 3rd & B Street
Tickets: 619-570-1100 or at CitizensBank of San Diego, 230 Seacoast, 5th floor. Open 9 am to 5 pm daily. 619-570-1100. Group reservations 619-570-1100 ext. 201.

Settle back and slip into the sounds of Burt Bacharach

Close to You
Raindrops Keep Fallin' On My Head
Always Something There to Remind Me
What the World Needs Now...

Come to the Globe and get in the mood.
In the mood for music.
Music and love...

WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW...

A Musical Fable

music by Burt Bacharach
lyrics by Hal David
book by Kenny Souls

conceived by Ellen Lyman and Kenny Souls
Based on the songs of Bacharach & David

Opens March 28

CALL 239-2255
Ask About Our $8 at 8 pm Tickets and $12 side seats!
"If you and Andy Stanford get out of shape, I'll buy you a new belt of Lenox knives."

---

**Blurt**

**THE INSIDE TRACK**

work, he talks with this little man who runs the snack bar in the garage with his wife. He's been with the same wife for 20 years, and he talks about how much he loves his work. He describes the people he meets, including his regular customers, and how they keep him busy. He also mentions the challenges of running a small business in a fast-paced city like New York.

---

**Fatboy Slim**

**THE INSIDE TRACK**

Fatboy Slim is known for his energetic DJ sets and his ability to keep the crowd moving. He talks about his upcoming tour and how he's excited to perform for his fans. He also discusses his latest album and how it was inspired by his love for music and his experiences as a DJ. He mentions the importance of staying true to your roots in the music industry.

---

**Joe Paradiso**

**THE INSIDE TRACK**

Joe Paradiso is a well-known actor and director. He talks about his latest film and how it took him a long time to bring it to the screen. He also discusses his acting process and how he prepares for his roles. He mentions the importance of storytelling in film and how he believes it can bring people together.

---

**The Undertones**

**THE INSIDE TRACK**

The Undertones are a popular punk rock band from Northern Ireland. They talk about their influence on the punk rock movement and how their music has stood the test of time. They also discuss their latest album and how it was recorded. They mention the importance of maintaining a sense of humor in the music industry and how it can keep things interesting.
Taste. Some people just don't get it.
Sound Stew

"There were curfew protests, marches, people getting arrested, things like that."

H
t was one of the few shows that Dave Stew decided to see. The show was so packed, he had to stand in the crowd. He couldn't even see the stage. It was a real headache, but he was determined to see the show. He couldn't wait to get back to his hotel and watch the news.

Interview

Wealthy Sounds

What do you want to do with this band? We're working on the next album. We've got some good material, but we're not sure what to do with it. We're thinking about doing a covers album, but we're not sure if we should.

Simmons

It's hard to say what we want to do. We're not sure what to do with it. We've got some good material, but we're not sure what to do with it. We're thinking about doing a covers album, but we're not sure if we should.

West

It's hard to say what we want to do. We're not sure what to do with it. We've got some good material, but we're not sure what to do with it. We're thinking about doing a covers album, but we're not sure if we should.

Live in the Gaslamp

Ah, the Gaslamp. It's a great place to see a band. We've played there before and it's always been a good time. The people are always friendly and the sound is good. We're looking forward to playing there again.

CLUB BIZARRE

Late Night Dining Until 1 am

Salsa in the Gaslamp

Live at 10:00 p.m. at the Gaslamp 100.

CLUB BIZARRE

Salsa in the Gaslamp

Live at 10:00 p.m. at the Gaslamp 100.

CLUB BIZARRE

Salsa in the Gaslamp

Live at 10:00 p.m. at the Gaslamp 100.

CLUB BIZARRE

Salsa in the Gaslamp

Live at 10:00 p.m. at the Gaslamp 100.

CLUB BIZARRE

Salsa in the Gaslamp

Live at 10:00 p.m. at the Gaslamp 100.
Dill Freak

I have yet to run into a person who begged to be led to wild boar.

The pheasant, the rabbit, the deer, the bear... all served up in a myriad of ways, but never did I run into a person who begged to be led to wild boar. But there is a method to this madness, and I am still learning the ropes. I must admit that I was taken aback when I first encountered wild boar at a local restaurant, but now I am convinced that it is a delicious and nutritious addition to any meal.

Salmon Run

What was I afraid of? That I wasn’t going to get enough to eat?

I’ve been hearing about the salmon run for years now, but never really took the time to experience it until recently. I was afraid that there wouldn’t be enough salmon to go around, but I was pleasantly surprised to find that the run was abundant and delicious. The salmon were肥美 and juicy, and I couldn’t get enough of the fresh, ocean-scented air.

Piccuto’s Ristorante

$6 off Dinner for two

This unique restaurant serves Southern-style dishes. They are full of flavor and rich in history, making it the perfect place to unwind after a long day.

Lew’s Southern

Sunday Brunch $12.95

Join us for our Sunday brunch, where we serve up a delicious array of Southern-style dishes to start your week off right.

Come watch NCAA Basketball and enjoy our lunches.

MARCH MADNESS LUNCH SPECIALS

tours from 11:45 am - 4 pm

Sweet Lew’s Bar B-Q

Located on the corner of Madison and 6th Street, Sweet Lew’s Bar B-Q is a must-visit for fans of Southern-style barbecue.

COOL JAZZ & HAUTE CUISINE

Picture a setting designed to transport you. A breath-taking ambience, a spectacular menu of international dishes, all accompanied by an exclusive selection of fine wines.

INTRODUCING BENTO

Healthy Meals. Lean Pricing.

Finally, healthy, lean and convenient meals made for quick and easy takeout.

TORREYANA GRILLE

Located on the corner of Madison and 6th Street, Torreyana Grille is the perfect spot for a casual dining experience.

Cاال
NOW HIRING!

FALL HIRING!

FOUR SEASONS RESORT CLUB
FOUR SEASONS RESORT CLUB, a division of Four Seasons Hotels Limited (NYSE: FOS), is currently hiring part-time evening servers. The successful candidate will be responsible for providing exceptional service to our guests.

Inside Sales

Account Executive needed to help our team of inside representatives oversee and follow up on incoming direct advertising sales. Sales and customer service experience will help you meet the needs of our potential advertisers and turn them into satisfied clients.

Receptionist/Front Office Assistant

A great opportunity for a full-time receptionist at one of the best hotels in the world! This position involves answering phones, taking messages, and assisting guests at the front desk. Excellent communication and organizational skills are essential.

Data Entry/Customer Service

Full-time, Part-time, or Seasonal positions available! Responsibilities include entering customer information into our database, responding to emails, and providing excellent customer service. We are seeking candidates with excellent phone skills, attention to detail, and the ability to work well under pressure.

Send your resume to:

Phone: 619-614-1981
Email: sales@fourseasons.com

Do you have an annual spring cleaning?

OFF THE CUFF
by Emma Green

Do you have an annual spring cleaning?
PICTURE STORY

What fool would be the first to fly an experimental supersonic airplane? Someone generously paid by Convair, no doubt. The Sea Dart (XFD-1), shown here on San Diego Bay, was the first water-based aircraft to break the sound barrier. Only five were built; only three flew before November 1, 1944, when one exploded and crashed into San Diego Bay. Two years later Convair pulled the plug on the project.

(From the San Diego Historical Society, Photograph Collection)
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To Jump for the Joy of Jumping

By Anne Albright

Rebecca breaks my heart. When we were kids, she used to dress up in a dress and play dress-up. She'd take our toys and play with them. We'd be so jealous of her. She was so pretty and had the best hair. I was so jealous.

But then she grew up and got a job. She was such a success. She got a promotion and moved to the city. We lost touch.

Fast forward to now. I'm sitting in my car, feeling sorry for myself. I don't have a job and I'm stuck in my small town. I look at Rebecca's Facebook page and see all her success. I'm so jealous.

But then I remember something. I remember the time we were kids and she taught me how to jump on the trampoline. I had so much fun. I felt so joyous.

I decide to call Rebecca and ask her for help. She agrees and comes over to my house. We go outside and jump on the trampoline. I feel so happy.

As Rebecca watches, I start to feel a little bit of joy again. I feel like a kid again. I feel like I'm jumping for joy.

And that's how it goes. I jump for joy and feel happy again.